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Arctic sleeping bags of two different designs were tested simulta-
neously over a period of four weeks using four test subjects sleeping over-
night in tie DREO cold chamber. 'rests were conducted at ambient temperatures
of -20C and -40°C to compare the thermal protection afforded by each type
of bag during repeated use. No significant differences between types of

sleeping bag were found.
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ABSTRACT

Arctic sleeping bags of two different designs were tested simulta-
neously over a period of four weeks using four test subjects sleeping over-
night in the DREO cold chamber. Tests were conducted at ambient tempt atures
of -20C and -40'C to compare the thermal protection afforded by each type of
bag during repeated use. No significant difIlvrenLe- buetwen typlu of sleep-
ing bag were found.

ESUMf

Deux sac-, d. co 'uhavLe pour o'inet a'rti.ue, de fabrication diffj-
ren t, onL ete hi multdntinent mi s i1 1 ' cp rtuvv duranL quatre semaines. Pendant
cette per!ode, quatr. "uletr ont pa.t' citviluv nuit .ans ces sacs, a
1'intri.ur d' une cOarnrrt' froidt, et a Oe. tc.p -ratures du -20*C et -40(.,
afi de. comparer la p rotection thermiqti, o ivrt#- par ci actuie d.-s enveloppe,.
Aucune diffierence narou e- n'.- ,t: con,tat,' . tentre les deux sacs de couchape.
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INTRODUCTION

Canadian Forces personnel have- observed that the presently used
Avctic sleeping bag* does not provide sufficient thermal protection in the
field. The lack of protection was thought to be due to migration of the in-
sulating material from the centre to the ends of the sleeping bag during re-
peated use. Tc reduce this migration, a newly designed sleeping bag in
which the quilting runs transversely rather than longitudinally but contain-
ing approximately the same amount of insulating material as the present de-
sign was proposed.

Prototype sleeping bags were manufactured and submitted to DREO
with the request that physiological evaluations be conducted to compare the
thermal protection provided by the transversely-quilted (NEW) and longiLudi-
nally-quilted (OLD) types of sleeping bag during repeated use by test sub-
jects (1). Tests were to include the possibility that a soldier neglected to
redistribute the filling of the bag before retiring into it. When used in the
field, the sleeping bags normally are expected to provide warmth for six
hours of rest.

Each design (NM. and OLD) consists of a liner plus an inner and an
outer component and may le used in two configurations:

(a) temperate: liner and outer component alone for temperatures down
to -20°C, and

(b) Arctic: liner and inner plus outer components for temperatures
between -20°C and -40*C.

A separate hood** to protect the head from cold is worn when the sleeping bag
is used in either configuration. The evaluations described in this report
were conducted using the sleeping bags in the temperate and the Arctic
configuration.

* Bag, Sleeping, Arctic, Cl, Stock Numbers

8465-21-842 - 6078, 6079, 6080.

** Hood, Sleeping Bag,

Stock Number 8465-21-842-6081.

UNCLASSIFIED
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OBJECTIVES

Two sleeping bags of each type were tested simultaneouslv' over a
period of four weeks using four test subjectr sleoping overnight In the )!REO
cold chamber. One two-week series of tests at -20-C and another at -40C
were conducted with the following objectives:

(a) to measure temperatures at various points inside each type of
sleeping bag while being used by test subjects overnight to deter-
mine if there was a significant difference in the thermal protec-
tion afforded by each type of sleeping bag

(I-) to record the subjective opinions of th c test sublects regarding
thermal protection afforded by each type of sleeping bag;

(c) to measure the number of hours of sleep obtained by each test sub-
ject during each test period.

METHOD OF TES'I

Four mernbers of the CF/DREO Test Team participated In tie eval-
,:ation. They were young, male, active military personnel and their phvsical
haracteristics are given in Table 1. All f the participants had had pre-

vlou!s experience in using the CF Arctic sleeping bag.

The evaluation was tonducted over ,a period of four weeks (16
rtvs sessions) using the rest subjects who slept overnight in the DREO cold
,-!:a,'riber. Two sleeping bags of each design were tested si-iultaneouslv. Dtir-

inr, the first two weeks of the evaluation (sessions 1-8), the 0leeping bags

were tested in the temperate configuration at an ambient temperature of -20(
and during the final two weeks (sessions 9-16), the were tested in the
.rctl, configuration at an ambient temperature of -40'C. Lach type of -'!eep-
itc -,w was used alternately by the test subjects a, shown in lattle II i'%

tiat each subject slept in zhe NEW and O.1) desi, n in each ,onfliuration an
equal number of times.

NCI.ASS i F I El)
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TABLE II

Tpjec Chepacters d f. Test Subects*40

Sonfigurtio g SesiihtSub et:me

2 30 177 64.7

( 21 167 65.8

4, 28 184 94.5

TABLE 11

Type of Sleeping GearUsed by Test Siet ubjects

Configuration Session Subject Number
Numbers 1 2 3 4

Temperate I - 4 NMI OLD NEW OLD
(-20"C) 5 - 8 OLD NEW OLD NEW

Arctic 9 - 12 OLD NEW OLD NEW
(-40-C) 13 - 16 NEW OLD NEW OLD

In order to simulate field conditions and to reduce the effect of
wind caused by the circulation of air from the refrgeratIon unit, subjects
slept in a CF five-man Arctic t.-nt erected in the cold chamber. The sleeping
bags rested on pneumatic mattresses placed on the wooden floor of the chamber
Inside the tent. The only items of clothing worn by the test subjects while
in the sleeping bags were CF extreme cold weather drawers and undershirt and
the CF sleeping bag hood.

Temperatures within the sleeping bags were measured using thermis-
tars sewn to the inner layer of each bag In the waist and chest areas. Ther-
mistors taped to the right great toe of each test subject were used to moni-
tor toe temperatures. All temperatures were measured to the nearest 0.1°C
and these were recorded by technical personnel at 30-minute intervals during
each test session.

UNCLASSIFIED
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A mOeth6d described-by Haley -and King (2) was used, to -deteine- #0e
nudiubr of hours- 6f sleep obtained by each-of the subJe;.t s during ,test 4s.s;

A onha"A han btittoni was placed Inside each- Aleepirg -bag and sibjecis-were
insfidmctd -to 'press the button: in response to a faiint alarm- whiich soudin-
sidk t ie ten fvr fiteeni minutes. The Volume of the alar wits -adjuted-,so,
th t t& id t awakeni slepinlg personne 01u:t could bhe heard by those nhot

-silepig Subjects were consider'ed to'be asepdrg anyffteen _iiute
.perfiod in which they, did not press- the hand ,button. Pressing the, -button:
cauised a deflectioni of one of -the pens of a- four-channel -chart recorder wUhich

ope~at u th ihout -each 4Ssi.

test subjects-an, ItecIcl: -personnel arfiVed, ar thie DR 0: site at
aprv~xfimately 22-i:00 each evenn9. Bletw ee n the hours obf 22:-00 4hd ,22:30 Ohet-!
mistor s we id, to, each subjcs great right toe And-the_-jlothiftq be
46in ovirig'hita donnd. At f 2:30 each subject, removed his sle" -bag
from its -prtectiVe _carrier bag- and entered 'the cold roomT. No -attemp to,
'ftuf f -up" or iediatilbute the insulation in, the -sleeping ba was, ade -AJ

of the subjects retired at 23:00 and remained in the cold room- until awaened,
at 06:00 the following morning. Each sleepitig -bag was rol-led- up imm~diately[and placed in Its carrir bag where it remnained at room temperature until ther -'tart of thc- next test session,.

Each morning the subjects assessed the degree of thermal -prot-eation
afforded by rnheir sleeping bag by answering the f ollowinig -qmStionh

"How w11 did the sleeping bag work for you last nlght, protecting your:

-feet

-head

-arms and hands

-entire body."

using the following rating scalz:

6 -much too warm

5 -too warm

4 -comfortable

3 c ould1 have been warmer

2 -too cold

1 -much too cold

At the end of session 8 and session 16, the test subJects were asked to tom-
nare each type of bag, stating which they preferred.

uLNCLASS T F I ED
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RESULTS", AND -j)ISktJSSION-

Se 'f6i:,#m7i raties. n-ian ei pratures in-te ai:ae o
the sleeping-~Agis -after 2, 4.4nd 6'holirs in each typeo bag at -20*C and& At
400c -are -shown, in'Taihles III and V. As, is the case 'with Jaost -physioldgiil
*eeiAOnts, the results of measurenents, mde onidvdalts _ujecs

-~- . frmwhich tihe .mean value s shown it thi eeitblis. are -derived), vary, coidrL-i -al.TblsV aVII II (Annhex -A) are -indiudedA to- illustrate 'the nature of
-the -variation. HboeVer, the "compjrIson-roitib' test design- uAsed in this
!evaluation (Table, f14 minimizes -the effect of the Variation betteen test sub-

jects when finAl results Are calculated.

-Ail -of- the above-mentioned results were analyzed staistically using
-the, -Studenit*1s -- test. It -was f ound that there was no a ignifiicant dif ference

(Pu04005) between the longitudinally-quilted and transversely-quilted sleep-
ihg bags -with iregard to- temperature measurements made in the toe of waist
areas.

Temperature measurements made in the chest/neck area of the sleep-
Ing bags are not included in T:his report since these results varied widely
during each test session due to the natural movement of the test subjects
whfile sleeping. Temperatures in this area often fell below the 'Minimum
range of the measuring Instrument WOC). It was felt that this data was not
representative of the thermal environment that existed within the sleeping
bags and could not be used to compare the two types of bag.

TABLE III

Mean Toe Temperatures Within Sleeping Bags

Mean Toe Temperature VIC) After

2 flours 4 Hours 6 lHours

-200C 29.4 29.4 26.3 24.0 22.0 20.0

-40%C 30.7 31.8 26.2 27.6 22.5 23.2
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TABLE,-IV

Mean Waist Teprature Within Sleeping Bags

Mean Waist Temperature (°C) After
2Hours 4 Hours 6 Hours

-TYPE O& BAG NEW OLD NEW OLD NEW oLD

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE

-20-C 25.2 25. i 25.6 24.9 24.5 23.1

-400C 25.2 24.8 24.1 23.4 23.7 22.6

A sumeary of the subjective ratings given to each type Df sleeping
bag by the test subjects is given in Table V. In general, all subjects com-
plained of cold feet and, in general, tubjects were more comfortable at -400C
using the sleeping bags in the two-component configuration than at -20*C when'only one component wasusd

TABLE V

Subjective Rating of Sleeping Bags

Question: How well did Mean Rating of Sleeping Bags
your sleeping bag work by Test Subjects
for you, protecting your: at -200 C at -400 C

NEW OLD NEW OLD

Feet 3.1 2.7 3.6 4.2

Head 4 4 4.9 4.9

Arms and Hands 4 3.7 4.9 5.2

Entire Body 3.6 3.3 4.6 4.9

Rating scale: 6 - much too warm, 5 - too warm, 4 - comfort.hle
3 - could have been warmer, 2 - too cold,
1 - much too warm.

UNCL\SSIFIED
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Subjectively, there was no difference in the thermal protection
afforded by either type of bag at each of the ambient temperatures. When the
test subjects were asked to compare each type of sleeping bag, stating which
-they preferred, the following responses were obtained.

At the end of test session 8:

Subject 1 felt that the OLD bag was warmer.
Subject 2 said that he slept better in the NEW bag.
Subject 3 felt that the NE1 bag was warmer.
Subject 4 felt that there was no difference b'.t,.een bags.

At the end of test session.16:

Subjects 1, 2 and 4 felt that there was no difference between bags.
Subject 3 felt that the NEW bag was warmer.

When used in the Arctic configuration (2 components), most of the
test subjects complained that both types of sleeping bag were too short and too
narrow in the chest area. It . . . noted that none of the subjects was

L - an exceptionally large person. Te test subjects also found that due to their
natural movements inside the bags while sleeping, the flannelette liners
often became twisted. This caused the material to rip in some instances. It
is felt that this problem could eliminated by using additional tie-on tapes
in the central area of the liner.

During test sessions 9 to 16 at -40*C, the metallic outer zipper
on each type of sleeping bag often became frozen shut due to condensed mois-
ture vapour. Test subjects experienced difficulty in getting out of their
sleeping bags in the morning. This situation could present a serious hazard
during an emergency in which rapid exit was required. It is felt that the
problem might be alleviated with the use of plastic zippers.

The mean number of hours of sleep per session obtained by the test
subjects. using each type of bag at -20C and at -40*C is shown in Table VI.
Statistical analysis using the Student's t-test (P - 0.005) indicated that
there was no significant difference in the number of hours of sleep obtained
using either type of bag.

TABLE VI

Mean Number of Hours of Sleep Obtained
by Test Subjects

Mean* Number of flours of Sleep
at -200 C at -400 C

TYPE OF BAG NEW OLD NEW OLD

5.22 5.43 5.58 5.97
(1.18) (1.06) (0.96) (0.66)

standard deviation in parentheses

UNCLASS I FI El)
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One of the -requirements for CF Arctic sleeping bags is that they
must provide for six hours of rest. The distinction between "hours of rest"
and "hours of sleep" should be noted. Except for the brief initial period of
discomiurc experienced when first entering the sleeping bags, the test sub-
jects were able to rest in reasonable comfort for the duration of the seven
hour test period. Although the mean number of hours of sleep in each situak -
tion was less than six, each of the bags met the "hours of rest" requirement.
Even when the test subjects were resting and producing metabolic heat at a
reduced rate, sufficient thermal insulation was provided by each type -of sleep-
ing bag and the subjects were not prevented from sle'eping because theywere
excessively warm -or cold.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the evaluations described in this report, the follow-
Ing conclusions were drawn:

(a) There was no significant difference between the longitudinally-
quilted and transversely-quilted sleeping bags with :egard to the
thermal protection a-forded to the toes and waist areas of test
subjects;

(b) Subjectively, there was no difference in thermal protection afford-
ed by either type of bag. In general, subjects were more comfort-
able at -40°C (using two components of each of the sleeping bags)
than at -20*C;

(c) There was no significant difference in the number of hours of sleep
obtained by test subjects using either type of bag.

UNCLASS I FT ED
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ANNEX A

TABL Vft

Mean Toe Temperaturp, Within SleepIngBags
(ambient temperature: -400C),

Mean Toe Temperature (6C) After
.2- Hours . 4 Hodui 6 Hours

Type of Bag Nevw Old New Old New Old
" ~Run 9.

9 29.8 32.3 27.3 30.2 27.8 %.6

29.0 34.4 18.7 28.0 13.4 26.0

10 23.0 31.3 18.2 34.2 12.8 32.6
30.3 32.5 19.0 32.6 17.4 32.1

11 26.8 30.4 14.4 31.3 15.6 29.5
29.4 33.6 20.4 26.8 16.2 18.1

12 30.3 34.0 30.1 32.1 25.0 29.8

27.3 32.9 17.9 30.8 )2.2 23.8

13 33.4 34.6 33.2 34.9 35.4 29.435.1 29.2 34,3 19.4 27.4 14.4

14 33.6 29.8 31.0 21.4 25.2 11.7

32.2 28.0 33.2 20.4 31.8 14.1

15 31.8 33.4 30.0 30.3 16.2 26.1
32. 30.6 31.8 21.8 29.7 18.2

16 32.5 30.6 27.7 23.8 26.8 17.5
33.6 31.8 32.1 22.9 26.4 14.5

mean 30.7 31.8 26.2 27.6 22.5 23.2

standard 3.12 1.96 6.83 5.22 7.48 7.43
deviation

ISSpp Mat
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TABLE VIiTi

Mean Waist Temperatre Wfthln-Sleeping Bags.
(ambienft temperature'' 400 C)

Mean Waist Temperature (*C) After
2 Hours 4 Hours 6 Hours.

Tye of Ba New { Old New Old New Old

Run. No.

9 25.5 22.2 21.8 24.7 24.2 22.9
21.8 27.6 19.8 29.4 20.0 19.2

10 24.2 27.0 25.3 20.8 18.0 21.6
21.1 25.2 18.2 19.0 20.0 16.8

11 21.8 25.3 24.8 23.2 22,0 20.2
20.6 20.8 23.1 30.5 22.7 25.0

12 27.1 25.2 23.4 25.1 26.2 18.0
27.9 24.0 18.2 19.4 22.9 24.8

13 29.0 24.6 26.0 15.8 28.2 23.3
30.0 23.4 31.0 21.8, 23.3 23.6

14 25.1 24.3 28.6 23.9 23.0 24.4
29.2 , 24.8 32.2 25.4 32.5 24.4

15 , 23.1 24.2 17.9 22.6 19.4 27.9
96.3 26.1 1 26.7 24.6 26.6 22.1

16 1 25.0 23.2 24.6 22.0 25.6 19.7
26.0 i 29.1 23.1 26.6 25.1 27.9

man 25.2 1 24.8 24.0 23.4 23.7 22.6
s t andar

ition 2.98 1 2.03 32 3.76
d'-v iat.2hr.7 3.67 3.23
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